STILL TREADING WATER

Reviewing six years of the Gaza Reconstruction Mechanism and the dire water situation in the Gaza Strip
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Six years after the establishment of the Gaza Reconstruction Mechanism (GRM), people in Gaza continue to live on the brink of disaster as a result of a 13 year blockade imposed by Israel. The water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) sector remains significantly damaged, with Gaza facing a stark deterioration of available WASH services at the community and household level. The reconstruction process is ongoing, but it is slow, costly, and hampers the humanitarian response.

The COVID-19 pandemic has severely aggravated existing vulnerabilities, including access to water and sanitation. This strongly impacts the daily lives of over 2 million people living in the coastal enclave, of whom 1.5 million – or 75% – have been identified as being in need of humanitarian assistance.¹

Oxfam has recently reviewed the challenges associated with the GRM and its impact on the WASH sector in Gaza. Its findings reveal that these challenges are an obstacle to the reconstruction of WASH infrastructure (including operation and maintenance), hindering efforts to address the increased needs of people in Gaza.

Donors and UN agencies should consider the needs of people in Gaza today. Rather than continuing with the GRM, they should explore how they can improve their engagement to be able to challenge the Israeli access restrictions, work towards economic development, ensure accountability within access mechanisms, and facilitate inclusive Palestinian participation to access mechanisms and the reconstruction of Gaza.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over six years ago, conflict between Israel and armed groups left Gaza in rubble. The escalation in violence caused the deaths of more than 2,131 Palestinians, including 1,473 civilians, and 71 Israelis, including four civilians. In addition, it led to large-scale displacement, power and water shortages, the disruption of essential services, and an almost total economic shutdown. The water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) sector was significantly affected, with water and wastewater facilities in the coastal enclave suffering substantial damage, estimated at $34m. Gaza’s only power plant was destroyed, leaving water and wastewater pumps as well as treatment plants inoperative. Approximately half a million people were directly affected by the damage to water facilities, and around one million people were affected due to damage.

In the aftermath of the 2014 escalation in violence, the Gaza Reconstruction Mechanism (GRM) was established as a temporary agreement between the Palestinian Authority (PA) and the Government of Israel (GoI), brokered by the UN. The mechanism aimed to temporarily facilitate, monitor and regulate the flow of goods into the Gaza Strip, primarily to advance reconstruction and recovery following the conflict. Over the last six years, the GRM facilitated the entry of 3.7m tons of construction materials for almost 600 large-scale projects, including WASH projects, and provided access to materials to repair, reconstruct, and build new houses for nearly 140,000 people.

Yet, today, the reality in Gaza remains dire, as 13 years of blockade by Israel have prevented Gaza from developing a viable economy. The ongoing protracted crisis has left the economy on the verge of complete collapse, with over two-thirds of the 2.1 million people in Gaza in need of humanitarian assistance.

The COVID-19 outbreak in Gaza has exacerbated existing challenges caused by the land, air and sea blockade by Israel, resulting into immediate humanitarian consequences, including the erosion of essential services, including water and sanitation, protection, shelter and education. Ensuring access to safe drinking water and sanitation is a main concern in relation to increased movement and access restrictions associated with COVID-19.

Due to rapid population growth, the aquifer in Gaza has been pumped beyond its capacity. As a result, the water level has fallen below sea level, causing sea water intrusion and rendering more than 97% of the available water undrinkable.

The Gaza Strip also faces a stark deterioration of WASH services at the community and household level, with the whole population negatively affected by increased shortfalls in the WASH sector. Gaza’s five wastewater treatment plants are affected by a number of factors, such as electricity shortages, import restrictions on materials and decreased
donor funding. This resulted in a lack of available spare parts, minimal infrastructure maintenance, reduced operationality, and regular interruptions in access to water and sanitation. Consequently, partially treated as well as untreated sewage flows daily into the Mediterranean Sea, causing serious public health risks for people in Gaza.9

2 REVIEWING THE GRM

The situation has worsened over the past two decades and affected every aspect of Gaza’s daily life. Several factors have contributed to the overall deterioration in the Gaza Strip: the ongoing Israeli blockade, the reduction in humanitarian funding, and punitive measures imposed by the PA in 2017.11 Each time, the population in Gaza has paid the price.

Meanwhile, although almost all reconstruction following the 2014 escalation in violence has been completed, the GRM, designed as a temporary mechanism, is still operational. Research by Oxfam in 2017 found that the GRM remained fundamentally and unavoidably constrained by the GoI’s ultimate control over the ‘dual-use’ list, and failed to operate at the pace or scale necessary to meet the levels of need in Gaza.12

According to a 2019 Ad Hoc Liaison Committee (AHLC) report,13 a joint review of the GRM was concluded in December 2018 and recommendations were implemented in January 2019 with the aim of enhancing the effectiveness, functionality, transparency and predictability of the GRM. Among other measures, the Israeli authorities committed to processing all dual-use items within 45 working days, in addition to providing better links between the GRM and other mechanisms for Israeli approval of requests. These efforts clearly indicate that parties to the GRM acknowledged the impact of challenges associated with it, especially the delays in delivery and restrictions of the dual-use list. Today, over a year after this review, delays and financial implications caused by the GRM remain important obstacles for actors in the private sector and international agencies.

Although the GRM was a response to facilitate access after the 2014 hostilities, it is important to note that the environment was already critical grim prior to the hostilities, and the economy was failing because of ongoing access restrictions. This paper examines the GRM impact on the WASH sector, underlining that the GRM is also used for a variety of other sectors, including housing, agriculture, roads, health, public facilities, education, energy and others.
3 THE GRM AND ITS IMPACT ON THE WASH SECTOR

In December 2019, Oxfam convened two consultation workshops with actors from the private sector, public institutions and Palestinian civil society, to discuss the GRM and its challenges. Following these consultations and building on Oxfam’s research paper ‘Treading Water: the worsening water crisis and the GRM’ (2017), Oxfam commissioned research to explore new challenges associated with the GRM. Specific attention was given to the difficulties faced by service providers, the private sector, and humanitarian actors in the WASH sector.

The study was conducted between April and July 2020 and involved data collection, desk reviews and key informant interviews. Data were collected on the GRM process and the implications of the implementation of (mainly WASH) projects under the mechanism. Research papers and reports by international organizations, the GRM report website, and information shared by the WASH cluster were consulted to build a holistic understanding of the system. Furthermore, 25 interviews were conducted with key stakeholders, including representatives of international and local NGOs, the Palestinian private sector, public institutions, and UN agencies, who either play an essential role in the GRM or are affected by the GRM process.

When the GRM was established in 2014, it included four requirements:

1. Enable the PA to lead the reconstruction effort;
2. Enable the private sector in Gaza;
3. Assure donors that their investments in construction in Gaza would be implemented without delay;
4. Address Israeli security concerns related to the use of construction and other dual-use materials.

Six years later, the situation has not improved, and none of the four requirements are being met. It is, however, important to note that the current reality is the result not only of the failed mechanism, but also the result of many different factors, including ongoing Israeli access restrictions, a decline in donor funding, strengthened Palestinian political divisions and a regular incidence of armed hostilities. The combination of these factors has caused an increase in needs over recent years, which cannot be addressed via a system such as the GRM.
THE PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO LEAD THE RECONSTRUCTION EFFORT

Materials for WASH projects must go through four stages of approval in the GRM process. During each stage, information must be submitted to the Palestinian Ministry of Civil Affairs (MoCA) and then to the Israeli authorities for authorization. So while the PA were supposed to be able to lead in the reconstruction of Gaza, the final decision always remains with the Israeli authorities. It is worth noting that representatives from different Palestinian actors in Gaza were not included in the creation of the GRM, but only consulted after the mechanism was established. They are still not included in the GRM, which severely limits the possibility of having a Palestinian steer to the mechanism.

Furthermore, the Palestinian Water Authority (PWA) is the official focal point for all WASH projects implemented in Gaza and thus should be the main actor in the reconstruction of WASH infrastructure. Yet, according to a recent interview with the PWA, it does not use the GRM to coordinate the entry of dual-use materials or ABC items (e.g. aggregate, steel bars and cement) for small-scale WASH projects into the Gaza Strip. Instead, it coordinates directly with the Coordination and Liaison Authorities (CLA) of the GoI as this has proven to be less time-consuming. According to the PWA, the CLA is used for small-scale projects, with a limit of up to 65 items per project, unlike the GRM that has no limit on the numbers of items and is considered for small- and large-scale projects.

Finally, due to this long, costly and uncertain process, many local Palestinian NGOs often try to avoid implementing WASH projects large enough to qualify for GRM facilitation in order to circumvent the GRM process. When they have no other choice but to go through the GRM, they often depend on the assistance of international organizations and public actors, such as the Coastal Municipalities Water Utility (CMWU) and PWA, to facilitate the coordination, cover the costs and deal with the challenges of the GRM.

THE GRM HAS HINDERED RATHER THAN ENABLED THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN GAZA

The GRM website states that the mechanism ‘allows anybody equitable access to submit a project and receive materials’, placing the private sector at the center of the post-2014 reconstruction. The study clearly revealed that the GRM did not enable the private sector in Gaza and instead, the GRM is one of many factors that have complicated the situation for the private sector. Private contractors and vendors in Gaza
stressed that the GRM has negative financial implications, hindering their ability to function in Gaza’s already weakened economy.

It should be noted that Israeli access restrictions, which were present before the establishment of the GRM, are the main cause of the difficulties that the Palestinian private sector in Gaza face. However, the GRM has been unable to ease these restrictions in a way that it meets the increased needs in Gaza. Together with the costs associated with the GRM, this has instead contributed to the deterioration of the economy. The GRM is perceived by those interviewed in the study as a financial burden due to the requirements associated with the GRM process.

Private vendors described the application for GRM approval as a long and costly process which requires a **large amount of paperwork**. They also stated that some implementing agencies’ requests for proposal/quotation tender documents require that the contractor bear all the risks and costs of delays resulting from the GRM processes, for instance storage costs at the Israeli port if the entry of materials is delayed.

The GRM also requires **extensive and continuous follow up** on the Gaza Reconstruction Material Monitoring System (GRMMS). This is an extra workload, with implementing agencies as well as contractors stating that they employed dedicated personnel – on an average monthly salary of $800 – to follow up on the system and coordinate with vendors and United Nations Office for Project Services (UNOPS) teams.

In addition, **running costs** add up as vendors must guarantee continuous monitoring of surplus materials, which must remain in storage areas under 24-hour CCTV surveillance. The construction of temporary and permanent storage facilities ranged in cost from $30,000 to $100,000 depending on size, facilities, equipment and location, in addition to multiple handling and transportation fees. When vendors fail to fulfil these conditions, even in cases of temporary interruptions to CCTV systems due to power cuts or other technical problems, vendors risk being temporarily or permanently suspended. Such suspensions have **considerable financial consequences** as they hinder the contractor’s ability to implement projects, affecting ongoing projects as well as potential future opportunities.

Other significant financial implications were the result of **unjustified delays** in actually importing items, even after the project and its items had been approved by the Government of Israel. The duration of these delays varies but, regardless of the delay, all project units are required to keep functioning until all project items are delivered. These extra running costs are an added burden on contractors. People in Gaza also pay the price of these delays as the provision of WASH services to large parts of the population is hampered.

In other instances, especially with smaller-scale projects, implementing agencies implicitly instructed contractors to supply and deliver the requested materials without going through the GRM process. Stakeholders from the private sector also indicated that for WASH
projects the GRM is no longer the main coordination mechanism for materials as an increased number of private sector actors import directly via the CLA. However, interviewees also mentioned the existence of a black market both for ABC and dual-use materials, given the scarcity of imported materials in the local market. As a result, prices increase rapidly and so the total cost of reconstruction activities, such as WASH projects, have significantly increased both for those using the GRM system as well as those avoiding it.

CONTINUED DELAYS TO IMPLEMENTATION OF CONSTRUCTION WORK HAVE NOT REASSURED DONORS

The lengthy and complicated GRM approval and monitoring processes, as well as delays in related paperwork and administrative processes, caused significant postponements to project implementation. These resulted in subsequent delays, in some cases up to 24 months, for the final project implementation.

Damage to the water and sanitation sector are estimated at approximately $33 million. As of March 2021, the GRM website reported that over the last six years, the entry of 15,449 items had been requested through the mechanism as dual-use items, of which 6,433 items were for the WASH sector. A total of 183 WASH projects were applied for through the GRM, of which 79% were completed or approved. WASH is the third biggest sector after housing and roads, accounting for 13% of all applications. Israel has an absolute veto power over the permitted materials based on ‘legitimate security concerns’, as it must approve all vendors of construction materials nominated by the PA and inspected by the UN. Following this case-by-case approval, it should be noted that the approval of submitted items or projects by the Government of Israel, does not mean that projects were physically implemented. Approvals of dual-use materials are only valid for one year, after which they are revoked. Stakeholders said that, on many occasions, approved materials were imported to Israel but then held at Israeli ports for an indefinite period before finally either entering or being denied entry to Gaza.

The constant gap between ‘dual use’ items submitted for approval, and finally being imported hampers the implementation of water and sanitation projects. Figure 1 shows an exceptional stark reduction of submitted, approved, and imported dual use WASH items in the year 2020. This can be attributed to reduction of donor funding to the WASH sector, availability of materials in the market, and decreased preference of the private sector to use the GRM who have been gradually shifting to increased CLA coordination.
In 2019 more dual-use items were approved than the number of submitted applications, because some applications submitted in 2018 were not approved until 2019. The same applies to the year 2020, where a higher amount of items have been imported than applications submitted.

The interviews and data also show that most WASH projects continued beyond the planned project end date due to unjustified and unnecessary delays. Surveyed stakeholders\textsuperscript{24} reported an average time delay of 40–50\% caused by the GRM. One clear example (Figure 2) shows the delay in the construction of a 3000m$^3$ water reservoir. For this project, going through the GRM required 62\% more time than a similar project at the same location before the GRM was established. While this example might not represent a trend, it indicates that the GRM is not guaranteed to be quicker and can in reality hinder progress.
IT HAS NOT ADDRESSED ISRAELI SECURITY CONCERNS RELATED TO THE USE OF CONSTRUCTION AND OTHER ‘DUAL-USE’ MATERIALS

The GoI retains full control over what goes in and out of Gaza. It imposes its dual-use regulations on the GRM, stating that this is needed to address its security concerns. The GRM does not contest this dual-use list, which remains vague and changes regularly, resulting in unpredictable challenges for actors using the GRM.

Inconsistent and unpredictable decisions by the Israeli authorities reinforce the difficulties inherent to the GRM. For example, one of the contracting companies stated that a sewage and wastewater treatment project was given approval and priority over a desalination project which had been submitted much earlier. Despite the early approval of the ABC materials for the desalination project, approval of other dual-use materials was delayed for more than 12 months and led to the project’s main activities being suspended. The sewage and wastewater treatment project is of particular interest for Israel, as it prevents untreated wastewater reaching Israeli coasts. Interviewed stakeholders believe Israel’s own interests to be a main reason for the decision to give priority to this particular project. This would strongly contradict its obligation as the occupying power to provide for the needs of people in Gaza.

Since the end of 2017, it appears that the GRM is no longer the main, nor preferred, coordination mechanism for the entry of materials. All interviewees mentioned that the use of the GRM has significantly reduced in 2020. This can be attributed to many factors, including the
reduction of donor funds for WASH projects and the availability of some materials in local markets. The existence, recent emergence and/or re-activation of alternative access and coordination mechanisms, such as CLA and other bilateral coordination mechanisms, question the added value of the GRM. Finally, the complex nature and difficulties resulting from the GRM processes reinforced the creation of a black market for the ABC materials, where prices significantly increased and consequently had a negative impact on the local economy.

4 CONCLUSION

Six years after the establishment of the GRM, people in Gaza continue to live on the brink of disaster as a result of 13 years of the Israeli blockade. The WASH sector in Gaza currently faces a stark deterioration of WASH services at the community and household level. The process of reconstruction is still ongoing: it is slow, costly and hampers the humanitarian response. A lack of funding for the humanitarian needs in Gaza and procrastination by the GoI to allow the entry of construction materials, technical experts, essential equipment and spare parts are major factors contributing to the delays encountered by service providers and subsequently the overall humanitarian response.

The research shows that the GRM should also be considered as a major obstacle to the reconstruction of damaged WASH infrastructure (including operation and maintenance) in Gaza as it hinders, rather than supports, efforts to address the increased needs of people in Gaza and the disastrous environmental impact of the crippled WASH infrastructure. Although the GRM was created as a temporary mechanism, it is still in place and no exit strategy exists. Given the difficulties and costs of the GRM, as well as the fact that the GRM no longer appears to be the main access mechanism for ABC materials and dual-use items to enter Gaza, its existence should be questioned.

In terms of the future of the GRM, designed to be a temporary solution, donors and UN agencies should consider the needs of people in Gaza today, which have only increased since 2014. Rather than blindly continuing the GRM, donors and the UN should investigate how they can improve their engagement to be able to challenge Israeli access restrictions, work towards economic development in Gaza, assure accountability within access mechanisms, and facilitate inclusive Palestinian participation to access mechanisms and the reconstruction of Gaza.

CHALLENGE THE DUAL-USE LIST

All interviewees suggested that the issue of dual-use material disapproval and rejection was the most significant challenge. Israeli
authorities state that opening the crossings into Gaza would significantly undermine Israel’s security,\textsuperscript{27} and this reasoning underpins the GoI decision to impose a strict list of dual-use items. However, as extensively addressed in the previous Oxfam paper,\textsuperscript{28} several Israeli security and political figures have argued that allowing the entry of construction materials is important to prevent or at least delay insecurity and further escalation of conflict.\textsuperscript{29} Preventing the entry of these materials would therefore in fact be detrimental to Israel’s security.

Israel’s current security situation has not seen significant improvement. Rounds of armed hostilities have continued to take place since 2014 and some cases may have resulted in full-scale conflict if it wasn’t for the efforts of mediators, including those from the UN, Egypt and Qatar. This indicates that instability in the region continues to affect Israel’s security. It also questions the assumption that the GRM would ensure Israel’s security.

While Israel has legitimate security concerns – including indiscriminate rocket fire from armed groups within Gaza, which constitutes a clear violation of international humanitarian law – it should be noted that the GoI, as the occupying power, also has a primary obligation under international law to provide for the humanitarian needs of Palestinians living in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (OPT). The security concerns of the occupying power cannot compromise its obligation under international humanitarian law, and should at no point hinder the provision and facilitation of humanitarian relief to people in Gaza.\textsuperscript{30}

While dual-use lists are internationally acceptable between countries, the list for Gaza is very strict and unpredictable, as it changes regularly. In the context of Gaza, it is mainly used as a tool to impose restrictions which hamper the entrance of materials necessary to meet the population’s needs. This poses a number of serious concerns under international humanitarian and human rights law, including the right of civilians to receive adequate humanitarian assistance.\textsuperscript{31}

Following a long legal battle and advocacy efforts led by the Israeli human rights organization Gisha, Israel’s dual-use list was published in 2017 on the COGAT\textsuperscript{32} website. However, new items are often added, delaying the approval process. Although states may decide not to publish their dual-use lists publicly, the lack of transparency and predictability in the Israeli dual-use policy is problematic.

Although the ongoing Israeli blockade, rather than the GRM, is the main reason for the ongoing humanitarian and economic crisis in Gaza, the research findings show that the GRM absorbs and institutionalizes elements of this blockade as it continues to give the GoI full control over the entry of materials needed to provide humanitarian assistance.

Therefore, when discussing the future of access mechanisms to Gaza, \textbf{donors and the UN should continuously monitor and demand that the GoI remove vital items for essential and lifesaving sectors, including the WASH sector. They should work towards access mechanisms that are not discriminatory, are less complicated and
time consuming, and which provide clarity on the items allowed into the Gaza Strip.

**FACILITATE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT**

Following the establishment of the GRM, the economic situation in Gaza continued to deteriorate. According to the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, unemployment in Gaza reached 49% in the second quarter of 2020, an increase of more than 6% since 2017 and almost 14% since Israel imposed the blockade on the Gaza Strip in 2007.

Notably, increasingly even those who are employed in Gaza don't earn enough to make a living. The average daily wage in Gaza during the first quarter of 2020 was only 60 ILS (about $17.50 per day), with the average daily wage in the private sector only 32.7 ILS (less than $10 per day). Additionally, 82% of private sector employees in Gaza earn less than the minimum wage (1,450 ILS per month), with the monthly minimum wage in Gaza standing at 647 ILS compared with 1,146 ILS in the West Bank.

Instead of enabling the private sector, the research findings clearly show that the GRM added a very costly layer to the already complicated reality of private vendors and contractors. Furthermore, the fact that local Palestinian organizations and agencies had insufficient means to preserve through the different GRM stages and delays made them even more dependent on larger international agencies. This adds to the problem of rapidly increasing aid dependence in Gaza and hinders the development of the Palestinian economy.

It is crucial that the development of an independent Palestinian economy in Gaza is prioritized by the international community. Rather than supporting mechanisms that increase aid dependency, donors and the UN should look at how they can support efforts to enable the private sector in Gaza.

**PRIORITIZE PALESTINIAN OWNERSHIP AND GUARANTEE ACCOUNTABILITY**

For years, the GoI has implemented a separation policy which has resulted in the political, social and economic fragmentation of the OPT, by isolating Gaza from the West Bank, including East Jerusalem. Through a so-called no-contact policy with the de facto authorities in Gaza, this separation policy has been supported internationally over the last 13 years.
As argued in the previous Oxfam paper, the internal divide and lack of cooperation between the PA and the de facto authorities in the Gaza Strip has exacerbated the inefficiency and ineffectiveness of the GRM. While the PWA in Ramallah is responsible for managing all international projects in Gaza and coordination with donors, the PWA in Gaza is responsible for licensing private water wells and private brackish water desalination plants. There is reportedly little or no coordination between the two.

The GRM was set up as a temporary agreement between the PA and the GoI, brokered by the UN, but it is incorrect to equate the position of the PA with that of the GoI. The **GoI has the final say on which items are approved or rejected**, and it is therefore the GoI, not the PA, that is currently in the driver’s seat of (re)construction efforts in the Gaza Strip.

Although the Ramallah-based PA has been involved in the GRM, they do not prioritise the challenges involved with the mechanism, especially for the private sector. The **lack of representation of different Palestinian actors in Gaza** is striking, given they are best placed to reflect on the real impact of the GRM, and especially in light of the separation between Palestinians in Gaza and the West Bank.

Finally, the GRM lacks **transparency** and accountability mechanisms and is not user-friendly. The current GRM website provides detailed data at the project level, but only limited information regarding the process itself. This leads to a high degree of uncertainty and misinformation among users and the public. Detailed information is either restricted to project managers or not available in the GRM report. The GRM website provides detailed information on projects using the mechanism, however information on processes is limited. Stakeholders interviewed also pointed towards a lack of **accountability** due to ineffective complaint mechanisms. In cases of unjustified delays, unclear decisions or rejections, applicants were often sent back-and-forth between UNSCO, who told them to address the PA, and the PA, which is based in Ramallah, and therefore not accessible for some actors from Gaza.

Therefore, **donors and the UN should guarantee that access mechanisms have effective complaint mechanisms. They should also pursue access mechanisms that are inclusive and owned by Palestinians. Palestinian organizations and private sector actors who carry the burden of the access restrictions should be included in the creation and regular evaluation of access mechanisms.**
ACCOUNTABILITY IS NEEDED TO MOVE FORWARD TO EFFECTIVE MECHANISMS

The GRM was created to ease some of the access restrictions imposed by the GoI. While it helped to implement projects that might not have been possible otherwise, it is important to understand why the GRM was established and why it still exists after six years when it was established as a temporary mechanism. It is also important to consider the future, not just of the GRM, but also the ongoing restrictions by the GoI.

When addressing Gaza’s needs, we should consider the root causes of the deteriorated situation and, most importantly, the impact of continued access restrictions. This needs to acknowledge the importance of accountability and the obligations of relevant actors, including the GoI, which are stated clearly under international humanitarian and human rights law.

Two specific principles are crucial when reflecting on the current context in which national and international actors carry out humanitarian and development efforts in the Gaza Strip.

First, there is an urgent need to look further than fulfilling the minimal needs of the affected population in Gaza and work towards an approach that provides a dignified way of living. While today, Palestinians in Gaza are forced to move from one aid basket to another, there should be more efforts to establish adequate infrastructure in order to end aid dependency and invest in the high level of skills and potential of Palestinian people in Gaza.

Second, the imposed policies, restrictions and challenges created by the ongoing Israeli blockade and internal Palestinian division create an environment that hinders the sustainability and effectiveness of humanitarian and development efforts. It is in this same environment that the GRM and other mechanisms function. Without challenging this environment or addressing the need for improvements, future access mechanisms will meet the same dead end as the current GRM and other international interventions. Addressing the challenges created by the GRM is also a call to address the environment in which the GRM functions.

Any mechanism, especially if brokered by the international community, should aim to achieve full access and completely lift the Israeli blockade. While there are needs that should be addressed now, it is important to remember that, without changing the political landscape, the root causes of these needs will not be eliminated. The GRM shows us that in the context of Gaza, there is no such thing as a temporary mechanism: instead, ‘temporary is the new permanent’. This is also reflected in the ongoing lack of accountability and political will to change the context in the Gaza Strip.
Concerns about the GRM should lead to a recognition of the need for a clear future for the GRM and the importance of an exit strategy which addresses needs in the short term, while laying the foundations to improve the economy, create jobs, achieve internal reconciliation, and end the blockade in the longer term. Such a strategy is essential in order to provide stability and security for all parties. It would pave the way for Palestinians in Gaza to be less dependent on aid and instead reach their potential in a healthy and functioning economy.

6 RECOMMENDATIONS

UN agencies and donors supporting the GRM should:

- Continue to demand that the GoI remove vital items for essential and lifesaving sectors, including the WASH sector, from the dual-use list;
- In addition to ongoing meetings, including AHLC, hold regular meetings with the PA and GoI to specifically discuss the need to ease and remove restrictions on the entry of materials into Gaza;
- Avoid stipulating in their tender documents that abiding by the GRM is a necessary or mandatory precondition for the entry of materials via the GRM. There should be a prerequisites clause in the tender documents to allocate a contingency percentage to the project budget to cover delays in the entry of materials caused by Israeli restrictions;
- Effectively monitor the two main parties to the GRM (GoI and PA) to ensure the transparent and accountable implementation of the mechanism. Monitoring (including cost-benefit analysis) should be completed regularly and the findings published.

The international community should:

- Pressure the GoI to immediately lift the blockade and open all crossings in and out of Gaza, allowing for the unimpeded entry and exit of goods and people, as a prerequisite to meeting its obligations under international law and to respond to the humanitarian needs;
- Advocate for a broad stakeholder discussion on the future of the GRM, as it was set up as a temporary measure and should not become a permanent mechanism across all sectors;
- Advocate for a less intrusive material monitoring system that asks for reasonable monitoring requirements within an acceptable cost framework;
- Advocate for more transparency, accountability and access to publicly available information on the GRM website;
- Pressure the GOI to jointly agree on an official updated and transparent list of items classified as dual-use items.
The Government of Israel should:

- Lift the blockade and open all crossings into and out of Gaza, allowing for the unimpeded entry and exit of goods and people, with the exception of armaments, as a necessary prerequisite to meet humanitarian needs and to ensure sustainable economic recovery and development. As an urgent step towards ending the blockade, immediately remove building materials and other items that are necessary for humanitarian and development projects from the dual-use list.

- Urgently authorize and support the entry of much-needed materials for the construction, operation and maintenance of water and sanitation projects, particularly the Gaza (medium-scale) Seawater Desalination Plant, the Khan Younis Wastewater Treatment Plant, the North Gaza Wastewater Treatment Plant and the Gaza Central Waste Water Treatment Plant (Gaza and middle area).

- Refrain from targeting civilian infrastructure and essential facilities during any future hostilities.

The Palestinian Authority should:

- End the internal Palestinian division and work on improving the Palestinian economy in the overall OPT;

- Support public services in the OPT, especially in the WASH, health, and electricity sectors;

- Request a full and transparent review of the GRM and pursue access mechanisms that guarantee full Palestinian participation. Donors and relevant UN agencies should also support this claim.
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31 Idem

32 COGAT: The Unit for the Coordination of Government Activities in the Territories

39 Ibid.
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